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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript
and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors
should write his/her feedback here)

Compulsory REVISION comments
A) ABSTRACT:
I) I suggest that in the results part specify in a more direct and objective way so as not to be tiring for the reader;
B) INTRODUCTION:
I) The introduction is well described, which was problematized on the topic. However, I felt the need to justify the
importance of the study;
C) MATERIAL AND METHODS:
I) Did you use qualified references for content analysis? Was it Bardin's?
II) Was an instrument used to conduct the interview? Was there a guiding question?
Minor REVISION comments
TITLE: The article has 6214 words. According to the magazine's rules it should be between 3000-6000 words
(including everything)
I) I suggest that the title be replaced by "violence experienced by students at the University of Zambia";
B) INTRODUCTION: I) Suggestion: replace for “its prevalence is high”;
C) DISCUSSION: I One question: the magazine accepts to bring in the middle of the discussion citations by authors?
II) In several paragraphs the phrase "The results of this study" is repeated a lot. I suggest replacing it with: "Besides,
besides, besides this.
D) CONCLUSION: I) suggest not bringing a quote at the conclusion.
E) REFERENCES: Review the references, as there are some very old ones
Optional/General comments
A) RESULTS:
I) Suggestion: as it is a qualitative study, it can bring in a quantity the percentage of this type of violence experienced
by university students.
II) When describing an excerpt from the interviewees' statements, use "if necessary" as a suggestion.
B) CONCLUSION: I) I suggest removing "The results reported, highlight"
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